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3. tétel
1 Conversation
Learning languages
Let's talk about learning languages.
How long have you been learning English?
Apart from English what foreign language or languages did you study at secondary school?
Why did you decide to learn these languages?
What do you find most difficult about language learning?
What do you think is the best way to learn a language?
Do you think it’s more important to learn languages today than a few decades ago?
Why? / Why not?

2 Debate
We shouldn’t worry about the extinction of some species.
aspects:
• natural history
• variety of species
• future
for
Extinction is a natural process which has always existed.
The extinction of so many species hasn’t had tragical effects.
There are so many species that the extinction of a few of them isn’t a serious problem.
Environmentalists do everything in order to stop the extinction of many species.
against
Natural world will be less colourful by the extinction of species.
Each species has their role in the nature, so extinction can be harmful to the balance of
nature.
Natural extinction is different from extinction caused by people, for example, by poaching.
Especially the disappearance of bigger mammals, like tigers, gorillas or rhinos, would be
a big loss, and new generations couldn’t see these animals alive.
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3 Individual long turn
These pictures show a carpenter and office workers at work. Compare them and say
what you think of the different types of jobs. When you have finished talking the examiner
may ask some more questions.
You have about half a minute to think your points over.
Examiner
What skills do bluecollar workers need?
What skills do whitecollar workers need?
What different difficulties might they face in their jobs?
Which of the two types of jobs do you find more attractive?

